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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
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Eddy Solutions is an ESG focused company, offering a compelling investment opportunity at the intersection of multiple rapidly
growing categories. Eddy is well positioned to capture significant growth from the proliferation of damage mitigation technology,
monitoring systems, and sub-metering in the built environment.

$30M invested in technology to date
Compelling feature set and sensor suite, proprietary technology stack
>24,000 total subscribers to date & ~ 30 MM square footage protected

~ $25 MM backlog (signed deals not fully deployed)
$133MM in total sales pipeline representing 739 opportunities

$75 MM Sales Pipeline (Proposal/Quote and Contract stages)

Growing Network of Trusted Partners

ABOUT US
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Eddy Solutions is an ESG focused, innovative North American provider of water management and leak mitigation technologies. Our intelligent
suite of products continuously monitor and control water environments to create sustainable and resilient water conservation solutions.

AWARD WINNING
Launched in 2015, Eddy is primarily focused in IoT
enabled leak protection and sub-metering solutions for
multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, and
single-family home properties.

Eddy

Solutions

Green
Promise

Committed to enabling clients with ESG
focused tools to reduce their water footprint.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mark Silver

Chris Gower

Gary Goodman

George Krieser

Paul Pathak

Executive Chair

Director

Director

Director

Director

As a focused and successful
entrepreneur, Mark Silver
previously cofounded Direct
Energy and grew revenues to
more than $1.3 Billion before
selling in 2000 and has since
launched Universal Energy
and National Home Services,
all with revenues in the
billions. Mark launched Eddy
in 2014 with the goal to
extend smart home service
offerings to water protection
and expand into other
markets - like building and
commercial verticals.

Chris Gower started his
career in construction on the
tools - framing houses, where
he grew a deep appreciation
for the trades. Prior to his
current role as Chief
Operating Officer, Buildings at
PCL Construction ("PCL"),
Chris held positions including
construction risk manager,
senior project manager,
district manager and regional
vice president. Throughout his
more than 25 years at PCL,
he has delivered iconic
construction projects across
Canada, Australia and the
United States.

Gary Goodman is a Trustee
and Chair of the Audit & Risk
committee of Boardwalk Real
Estate Investment Trust., a
former Chairman of
Huntingdon Capital Corp.,
trustee of Gazit America &
Brightpath Early Learning, and
is a member of the advisory
boards of the Vision Funds.
Gary was previously Executive
Vice President of Reichmann
International where he served
as a senior financial executive
and trusted advisor for over
30 years.

George Krieser founded Total
Credit Recovery Limited
("TCR") in 1980 and is the
President and Chief Executive
Officer. TCR is the largest
100% Canadian-owned and
operated collection agency,
solely collecting Canadian
debt. George previously
served as a Director of
Universal Energy. He also
served as a member of the
board of directors of Baycrest
Foundation and as a member
of the fundraising committee
for UJA Federation of Greater
Toronto.

Paul Pathak is a partner of
Chitiz Pathak LLP. Paul
practices principally in the
areas of corporate, securities,
corporate finance, mergers
and acquisitions and
commercial law. He
represents and provides
sophisticated guidance to
private and public corporate
clients in a broad range of
industries, including mining,
technology, manufacturing,
venture capital and merchant
banking.
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EXECUTIVE TEAM

Travis Allan

Boris Baril

Sajid Khan

June Thomson

CEO, President, and
Board Member

CFO

COO

EVP, Sales, Marketing
and Business Development

Travis has over 25 years in
investment and chief
executive officer roles. Prior
to Eddy, Travis built a
privately held retail services
outlet from idea inception,
employing more than 400
employees. With the
expertise and agility to scale
up or down, Travis has
transformed Eddy since day
one of his arrival in late
2018.

With more than 25 years of
financial experience, Boris
has held both public and
private company CFO roles;
supported two (TSX listed)
initial public offerings (IPOs),
debt and equity capital raises,
and M&A transactions. Boris
graduated from York
University and is a CPA, CA.

Sajid Khan helped launch
Eddy Solutions and has been
in the role of Chief Operating
Officer since inception. With
more than 20 years of
leadership and operational
experience in the home
services sector, Saj has held
roles such as COO of Eco
Energy Service, Vice
President of Operations at
both National Home Services
and Universal Energy.

June joined the Eddy team
coming from Enercare after
10+ years in various roles,
most recently as Vice
President of the North
American Builder Division.
June has been in the HVAC
industry for over 41 years,
holding several roles
throughout her career from
Technician to Provincial
Offences Officer.
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REED ACQUISITION
Reed’s robust water management technology platform of hardware & cloud software to manage water
related risk, conserve water & accelerate IoT adoption among global plumbing manufacturers, was an ideal
fit for Eddy. Together, their technology further enhances our solutions, creating a unified view of the entire
water infrastructure in commercial & high-rise buildings

Avi Yurman

Adam Bartman

Avishai Moscovich

Co-founder of Reed, EVP
of Innovation of Eddy

Co-founder of Reed, EVP
Field Operations at Eddy

CMO of Reed, VP of Business
Development/Marketing

With more than 15 years of leadership in the
audio-visual production sector, Avi cofounded two companies, most recently Head
of Product at reed water. Avi has extensive
experience building a hardware/software
products and business strategy. Avi joins
Eddy Solutions as part of the reed water
acquisition to continue building the products,
optimizing operations and directing strategy.

Adam, a second-generation Red Seal Master
plumber & Gas II Certified technician, began
his career working alongside his father at a
very early age. He then spent 15 years
growing and operating a large mechanical
outfit, managing hundreds of Highrise buildings
throughout Toronto & the GTA. Utilizing his
plumbing experience and passion for
technology, he co-founded reed water to help
include technology into the antiquated systems
they serviced and propel them into the 21st
century.

Avishai is a B2B tech marketing expert with
15 years of experience in consulting
engineering and corporate innovation
roles. Avishai joins Eddy Solutions as part of
the reed water acquisition where he built
the company's sales, brand strategy,
demand generation and customer
acquisition strategy. Previously, Avishai was
the Global Marketing Manager at
Armstrong Fluid Technologies, and an
Innovation Manager at Just Energy Group.
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IMPACT OF WATER DAMAGE
THE
PROBLEM

Water damage is a global challenge. Non-weather-related accidents and leaks
create an enormous financial and environmental burden every year.

$1.2

BILLION

of non-weather-related water
damage occurs annually

1.1 TRILLON

$138K

gallons of water wasted/year in
the US due to water leaks

the average insurance claim
related to water damage

(equivalent to 11M homes/usage annually)

Our Solution

CLICK HERE

Eddy’s integrated IoT systems focus on sustainability and equip clients with real-time water monitoring,
mitigation, and submetering solutions. Our clients avoid costly repairs, time lost due to insurance processes, and
downtime for vacant retail or residential space.

To See How
Eddy Protects

CLICK HERE
To See How
Eddy Sub-Meters
Multi-Family Residential

Construction

Commercial & Industrial

https://www.chubb.com/content/dam/chubb-sites/chubb-com/us-en/business-insurance/preventing-water-damage/documents/pdf/water-damage-external-v12.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/watersense/fix-leak-week
https://axaxl.com/fast-fast-forward/articles/mitigating-water-damage-during-construction

Residential
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF WATER LOSS

Environmental Impact

https://www.epa.gov/watersense/fix-leak-week
https://axaxl.com/fast-fast-forward/articles/mitigating-water-damage-during-construction

Water Damage Impact

EDDY’S COMMITMENT TO ESG
At Eddy, sustainability is an essential part of our vision, mission, and direction. Our system provides our clients with the ability to
maintain an ESG strategy for their water footprint.

Eddy Suite of Products
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Environmental

Water
Consumption

Water
Conservation

Leak
Detection

Reduction of
Wastewater

Social

Behavioural
Insights

Energy
Savings

Submetering
- Unit Level

EDDY IQ

EDDY H2O

Safety of
Residents

Gamification
Conservation Challenges

IoT
Capabilities

VALVE + LINK

Governance
MY EDDY APP

Data

Resource
Management

Reporting

DASHBOARD

REVENUE STREAMS AND UNIT ECONOMICS
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Eddy generates both one-time and recurring revenues through multiple segments. Eddy’s suite of products creates hardware,
software, and recurring services segments that are applicable to all real-estate verticals (consumer, retail, construction etc.).

Unit Economics
Eddy’s recurring revenue
contracts range between 7 and
15 years, with associated
payback of less than 36 months.

Recurring Hardware Sales
Eddy provides flexible payment
options for all customers. Many
customers choose to pass through
fees into the operating budgets of
the building. This in turn creates a
recurring revenue stream.

Recurring SaaS Segment
Eddy’s SaaS/cloud-based monitoring
systems are included in every
transaction, which drive high margin,
long-term revenues. Additional cloud
modules drive upgradeability and longterm revenue growth.

Hardware Sales
Eddy’s proprietary H20 sensors, smart
usage metering units, and Link shutoff
valves integrate with existing infrastructure
and can be deployed quickly at client sites.

Eddy differentiates itself from other solutions by providing the most comprehensive suite of
sensor and damage prevention systems to the widest variety of clients.

KEY CLIENTS, PARTNERS, AND GO TO MARKETING STRATEGY
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Eddy’s go-to-market strategy involves working directly with customers or through channel partners. Eddy’s approach is to put
the customer first always, as such, we work with customers from construction to operating buildings and provide a flexible
payment structure that marries up with customers budgets.

KEY CUSTOMERS

INSURANCE

CHANNEL PARTNERS

MARKET OVERVIEW
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Eddy Solutions is at the intersection of PropTech and InsureTech.
Our award-winning leak protection systems provide significant value to Constructors, Condominiums, Asset Managers, and Insurers.

The digital InsureTech
market was estimated to be
worth ~$10B in 2020 and
growing at 11% CAGR2

PropTech companies
raised $15.5B from
2019 to 20201

PropTech solutions
emerging across all
segments of real estate

PropTech

Companies are using
PropTech solutions to gain
efficiency and drive
profitability through
expedited scheduling, lack
of delays, reduction in
insurance claims.

InsureTech

Proliferation of IoT/smart
and micro-insurance
services growing rapidly

Entrants raised $7.2B in
2020 as legacy carriers
shift to compete with all
digital entrants3

Eddy Solutions is positioned to lead technology enabled essential building services
at the intersection of multiple rapidly growing technology sectors.
1 https://www.prescriptivedata.io/content/chart-of-the-day/cretech-proptech-vc-investments-153-percent-year-over-year-increase-2018-2019
2 https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/insurtech-market#:~:text=Report%20Overview,to%20propel%20the%20market%20growth.
3 https://techcrunch.com/2021/04/20/insurtech-startups-are-leveraging-rapid-growth-to-raise-big-money/

ADDITIONAL MARKET OPPORTUNITIES VIA IoT DEVICES AND DATA SERVICES
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Eddy’s positioning at the intersection of PropTech and InsureTech provides a unique opportunity to capitalize on the increasing demand
for smart infrastructure in real estate, financial, and insurance institutions. Eddy’s already developed application and communications
infrastructure can seamlessly add smart devices to our platform within a building which is high margin and a small incremental cost.

Add-on Eddy Systems
capabilities via IoT

Integration with larger
insurance carriers

Smart Air filtration Systems,
Indoor/outdoor Air Quality monitoring,
Space Monitoring and Optimization
Analytics

Rapid integration
with existing site
intelligence systems
Building Automation Systems
(BAS), Smart Door Locks, CCTV,
Asset Tracking, Pest control

Aggregate data integrations,
predictive maintenance
analytics

PropTech
Opportunities

Future Platform
Opportunities

InsureTech
Opportunities

Potential future
integration with
micro-insuretech APIs
API integrations for data
understanding/machine
learning
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PRODUCT SUITE

Smart metering with realtime digital communication
and analytics
• Automatic & Remote
Shutoff
• Consumption and Flow
• Instant Notification &
Actions
• Machine Learning

Immediate identification
of the precise location of
water threats
• Precisely Locate a Leak
• Track Humidity &
Temperature
• Communication with IQ &
Link
• Long Battery Life
• Non-disruptive Location
• Machine Learning

Enhances existing metering
infrastructure and
functionality with shutoff
commands sent via Link
• Usage & Consumption
• Integration with Existing
Infrastructure Capabilities
• Automatic & Remote
Shutoff
• Pipes sizes of up to 24
Inches

Customer facing
applications

Industry leading open
protocol platform

• Analysis and control in an
easy-to-use platform
• App offers real-time
consumption information,
alerts, and ability to
remotely shutoff water
• Dashboard offers aggregate
of information, including
shutoff capacity according
to building rules

• Premium LPWAN Platform
• Consistent Connectivity
• All Eddy Products LoRa
Enabled
• Behavioural Learning
Enabled Software

CAPITAL MARKETS SUMMARY
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TSX.V: EDY (as of July 7, 2022)
Market cap

$25.05 M

Insider ownership

55%

Shares outstanding

79.53 MM

Options issued

2.58 MM

Warrants issued

3.29 MM

Contingent shares

0.75 MM

Fully diluted

73.88 MM

Recent New Releases
•

Edenshaw's TANU Puts the Spotlight on
Water Leak Detection due to Partnership
with Eddy Solutions and PCL Construction
(newswire.ca)

•

Eddy Smart Home Solutions Ltd. and Tridel
Partner for Water Control in the Well
(newswire.ca)

•

Eddy Solutions Announces New Deal with
The Daniels Corporation (newswire.ca)

•

Eddy Solutions Partners with
Canadian Insurance Leader for Leak
Protection - Eddy Solutions
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DISCLAIMER
Notice to Investors
This presentation is being furnished by us on a confidential basis in connection with an offering of Eddy Solutions Inc. (“Eddy” or the “Corporation”) on a private placement basis (the “Offering”), exempt from
prospectus and registration requirements under applicable securities laws. Delivery of this presentation to any other person or any reproduction of this presentation, in whole or in part, without Eddy’s prior written
consent, is prohibited. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities by any person in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful for such person to make such an
offer or solicitation. This presentation is not, and in no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, or a public offering of securities. This presentation is submitted on a confidential basis for
use by a limited number of qualified purchasers solely in connection with the consideration of the purchase of securities of Eddy pursuant to the Offering. No person has been authorized to provide any information in
connection with the Offering by Eddy other than the information contained in this presentation. Neither Eddy nor the agents leading the Offering (the “Agents”) take any responsibility for and can provide no
assurance as to the reliability of, any other information that others may give you. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about the securities described herein and it is an offence to claim
otherwise.
The information contained in this presentation (a) is provided as at the date hereof and is subject to change without notice, (b) does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or desirable to
fully and accurately evaluate an investment in Eddy, and (c) is not to be considered as a recommendation by Eddy, the Agents or any other person that a potential investor make an investment in Eddy.
All dollar figures contained in this presentation are in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise stated.
Any securities of the Corporation have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act"), or any state securities laws, and may not be
offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, ''U.S. persons," as such term is defined in regulations under the U.S. Securities Act, unless an exemption from such registration is
available.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain information contained in this presentation of Eddy constitutes forward-looking information or forward-looking statements (collectively, "forward-looking statements") under applicable securities laws. All
statements other than statements of historical fact are forward‐looking statements. Forward‐looking statements typically contain words such as "anticipate", "believe", “confirms”, "continuous", "estimate", "expect",
"may", "plan", "project", "should", "will", or similar words suggesting future outcomes. More specifically, forward-looking statements contained herein include statements with respect to: the terms of the Offering,
including the intended use of proceeds; listing of Eddy’s shares on the TSX Venture Exchange, management of Eddy’s go-forward business strategy; management's assessment of future plans and operations
including the anticipated revenue from order backlogs; the sales potential of clients; expected operating results, such as revenue growth and earnings; financial projections; development and expenditure plans in
respect of proposed projects; the realization of emerging use cases; the increase in installation density; the future of the PropTech and InsureTech markets; the future growth of IoT solutions; and Eddy’s anticipated
capital structure.
By their nature, forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond Eddy's control, including the impact of general economic conditions, industry conditions, loss
of markets, competition from other industry participants, the lack of availability of qualified personnel or management, incorrect assessment of the value of upcoming projects, failure to realize the anticipated benefits
of the partnership with PCL Construction and the ability to access sufficient capital from internal and external sources. In addition to other factors and assumptions which may be identified in this presentation,
assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: Eddy’s ability to complete the Offering on the proposed terms or at all; Eddy’s ability to qualify for listing on the TSX Venture Exchange; the general
stability of the economic environment; the ability to obtain qualified staff, equipment and services in a timely and cost-efficient manner; the stability and growth of the PropTech and InsureTech markets; the ability of
Eddy to obtain future contracts with current clients; the competitive landscape of the industry and Eddy’s ability to maintain its competitive advantage; and Eddy's ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms in the
future. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive.
Financial outlook and future-oriented financial information contained in this presentation about prospective financial performance or financial position is based on assumptions about future events, including
economic conditions and proposed courses of action, based on management’s assessment of the relevant information currently available. Readers are cautioned that any such financial outlook and future-oriented
financial information contained herein should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed herein. The prospective financial information included in this presentation has been prepared by, and is the
responsibility of, management and has been approved by management as of the date hereof. The Corporation and management believe that prospective financial information has been prepared on a reasonable
basis, reflecting the best estimates and judgments, and represent, to the best of management's knowledge and opinion, the Corporation’s expected course of action. However, because this information is highly
subjective, it should not be relied on as necessarily indicative of future results. Eddy believes that its financial analyses must be considered as a whole and that selecting portions of its analyses and the factors
considered by it, without considering all factors and analyses together, could create a misleading view of the process underlying such financial analyses. The preparation of any financial forecast is complex and is
not necessarily susceptible to partial analysis or summary description and any attempt to do so could lead to undue emphasis on any particular factor or analysis.
Forward-looking statements, financial outlook and future-oriented financial information contained in this presentation are made as at the date of this presentation and Eddy disclaims any intent or obligation to update
or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, financial outlook or future-oriented financial information whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as may be required by
applicable securities laws.
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